A polynomial deformation of the Kowalewski top is considered. This deformation includes as a degeneration a new integrable case for the Kirchhoff equations found recently by one of the authors. A 5 × 5 matrix Lax pair for the deformed Kowalewski top is proposed. Also deformations of the two-field Kowalewski gyrostat and the so(p, q) Kowalewski top are found. All our Lax pairs are deformations of the corresponding Lax representations found by Reyman and Semenov-Tian Shansky. In addition, a similar deformation of the Goryachev-Chaplygin top and its 3 × 3 matrix Lax representation is constructed.
Introduction.
In the paper [6] it was shown that a top-like system which corresponds to the following Hamilton function where c 1 , c 2 and a 1 are arbitrary constants, is completely integrable. If c 2 = a 1 = 0, then the Hamiltonian just reduces to the famous Kowalewski Hamiltonian. The case c 2 = 0 corresponds to the Kowalewski Hamiltonian with the additional gyrostatic term. If a 1 = c 1 , we get the Hamiltonian function for the integrable case for the Kirchhoff equations found in [5] . It turns out that there exists a polynomial of fourth degree, which commutes with (1.1) with respect to the Lie-Poisson bracket
where ε ijk is the standard totally skew-symmetric tensor. These brackets possess two Casimir elements I 1 = (x, x), I 2 = (J, x) , (1.3) where J = (J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ), x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and (x, y) stands for the scalar product in R 3 . Since generic symplectic leaves specified by the values of these Casimir elements have dimension four, we need only one additional first integral for the Liouville integrability of the corresponding equations of motion given by the standard formulae
In this paper we present a 5 × 5-matrix Lax pair for (1.4), (1.1), which generalizes the corresponding Lax pair from the paper [2] . Following [4] , we find a deformation of the famous Kowalewski curve with respect to the additional parameter c 2 .
We also find generalizations of the two-field gyrostat and the so(p, q)-model from [2] and present Lax pairs for them.
Moreover, we find a similar 3 × 3-matrix Lax pair for a generalized Goryachev-Chaplygin top whose Hamiltonian function has the form
(1.5)
If c 2 = 0 this Hamiltonian coincides with the usual Goryachev-Chaplygin gyrostat and our Lax pair reduces to the Lax representation from [1] . Like the Goryachev-Chaplygin gyrostat the generalization is an integrable system on the level I 2 = 0 only. In the case a 1 = c 1 = 0 we get a new partially integrable (i.e. integrable on a special level of one of the integrals of motion) case for the Kirchhoff equations.
Generalized Kowalewski top
The Kowalewski gyrostat is defined by the Hamiltonian (1.1) with c 2 = 0. In the paper [2] a Lax representation
for this system has been found. The corresponding Lax matrices L kow and M kow are given by 1, 1, 1, 1) is the unit matrix provides a complete set of first integrals for the Kowalewski gyrostat [2] . In this paper we consider a matrix of the following form
where
It is easy to verify that for operator (2.7) the following symmetry properties hold:
A simple calculation shows that the algebraic curve C: Det L(λ, µ) = 0 can be written in the following form
and
The following statement can be proved by a straightforward calculation.
Theorem 1 The flow with the Hamiltonian (2.10) is equivalent to the following matrix differential equations
13)
and the superscript T stands for matrix transposition.
The relations (2.12) imply that the operators
satisfy the usual Lax equations
An explicit formula for L −1
2 can be written as follows:
It is clear that the determinant curves Det(L(λ, µ)) = 0, Det(L + (λ) − µId) = 0, and Det(L − (λ) − µId) = 0 coincide with each other up to inessential multipliers. Therefore one can use one of the operators L ± to generalize the results of [2] , though to our taste the operator L looks more elegant than the operators L ± .
Remark. The Lax triads (2.12) and the Lax matrices of the form L 1 (λ)L −1 2 (λ) have arisen in the case of the relativistic Toda lattice (see [3] and references within). However in that case the operator L 1 was the same for the initial and deformed models whereas in our case L 1 must be deformed also.
According to [2] let us consider the projection of curve C (2.9) given by the change of
The genus of C 1 reduces from 3 to 2 in the following two cases: a 1 = I 2 = 0 or a 1 = c 1 = 0. The latter case corresponds to the new integrable case for the Kirchhoff equations found in [5] . Let us consider the first case. Following [4] , we can easily find a deformation of the famous Kowalewski curve with respect to the parameter c 2 . Namely, the following transformation µ = y x 2 + (H + I 1 c This curve differs from the corresponding curve from [2] by the third factor only. According to [4] we can use Richelot's transformation of the curve C 2 in order to get another hyperelliptic curve 
which is a deformation of the usual Kowalewski curve. As above, the genus of this curve is not changed and there is a difference in the first factor only. Of course, if c 2 = 0 and c 1 = 1 then the curve C 2 coincides with the Kowalewski curve [4] . In the second case the normal form of C 1 is and Richelot's transformation gives rise to
It is interesting to note a duality between I 2 and c 1 in Case 1 and Case 2. By analogy with the Kowalewski case one can expect that (2.18) and (2.20) are separation curves for the corresponding cases.
Generalized two-field gyrostat
In the two-field case we have three vectors J = (J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ), x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), and y = (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ). The Lie-Poisson bracket is given by
The Casimir functions are (x, x), (x, y), and (y, y). We claim that the Hamiltonian function 
The matrices A and B are defined in the previous section and
The operators L 1 and L 2 satisfy (2.8) and (2.12), with
4 Generalized q-field top
In this Section we present an integrable polynomial deformation of the so(p, q) Kowalewski system. If p = 3 and q = 2, then the deformed Hamiltonian coincides with (2.10), where
Recall that for any p and q such that q ≤ p the Hamiltonian
defines the so called so(p, q)-analog of the Kowalewski top. Here c is arbitrary constant, and dynamical variables l ij and F ij are entries of a skew-symmetric p × p matrix l and a p × q matrix F . The (p + q) × (p + q) matrix Lax pair for this system found in [2] is given by
Here E is a p × q matrix, whose non-zero entries are E ii = 1, i ≤ q. The entries of the matrix ω are defined as follows: ω ij = 4l ij , if i, j ≤ q and otherwise ω i,j = 2l ij . Let us consider a deformation of this Hamiltonian
The corresponding Hamiltonian flow is equivalent to the matrix differential equations (2.12) with matrices
Generalized Goryachev-Chaplygin top
In this section we establish analogous structures for the simpler case of the GoryachevChaplygin top. Let us consider the following 3
, where It is easy to verify that, for the operator L, the following symmetry properties hold: After the canonical transformation
this Hamilton function takes the form (1.5).
